Follow ups:

**Virtual Tours** - 2 virtual tours have been submitted. How is this being received? Are folks interested in continuing this project? Would Nic be willing to give a virtual tour of the Resources Workbook? Desktop screen sharing of what tools you use to do your job. Jackee will send links to WLA to be added to website.

**Renaming the Section Survey**

Last results were:

![Pie chart showing survey results]

- 34.6% Collection and Resource Management
- 15.4% Metadata & Discovery
- 38.5% Core Services
- Let's not change it
- Collection Services

Is it worth having one more vote to eliminate Core Services and leave the choices as Collection and Resource Management or Don't change it as the only two options?

**WLA Panel Discussion** - How did it go? Is this something we should continue to do? Instead of the WLA Conference, should we focus more on active communication? Listservs? Slack channels? Shorter learning opportunities? A virtual half day conference?

**Conference issues include:**
- Cost
- Time Away
- Little TSS Representation
- Impact on the climate for travel
- Equity/Diversity
- Targeted tracks for conferences
Session or Demo Idea: OCLC vs. Metadoor by Clarivate vs. Skyriver

Secretary Position - Our secretary position is still open.

Chair - Cheryl Nessman
New Vice Chair - Leah Gentry

Set meetings for 2023 - Second Wednesday of the Month at 11am every other month
January 11, 2023

Susan Kruger - Wi Historical Society
https://www.wils.org/events/peer-council/
Wisconsin NACO Funnel
denis.brunke@wisc.edu